
CAPs Example Worksheet  The following shots represent various COMPOSITION TECHNIQUES 
used by visual storytellers. Use this worksheet as a guide when composing and framing shots for YOUR stories

RULE OF THIRDS     RULE OF THIRDS CONTAST in CONTENT LEADING LINES FRAME within a FRAME

(Scenery) Use a grid that 
divides the screen into 
thirds both vertically and 
horizontally. Fill one third 
with either sky or land in 
order to create balance.

(Subject) Use a grid that 
divides the screen into 
thirds both vertically and 
horizontally. Eyes go on 
the top third “Eyes on 
Third”. Subjects go in the 
crosshairs.

Using colors, objects and 
shapes that are different 
from one another in order 
to draw the eye to the 
subject.

Use lines created by the 
world in order to lead the 
eye to the subject.

Use objects within the 
world to create natural 
frames for your subject.

PARTS of a WHOLE EXTREME CLOSE-UP REPETITION of SHAPES GROUPING SHOTS UNUSUAL ANGLES

Use PARTS of different 
subjects in your 
composition to tell the 
WHOLE story.

Highlight details, hide 
backgrounds or create 
emotion

Similar shapes to create 
patterns, symmetry or 
contrast

Things/people tend to end 
up in groups together. So 
shoot them in groups, this 
is not portrait photography

Put the camera in unusual 
positions and create 
unusual looking pictures

BIRDS EYE WORMS EYE LOW ANGLE HIGH ANGLE FLAT ANGLE

Directly above the subject. 
Gives the audience a 
sense of dominance

Directly below the subject. 
Gives the audience a 
feeling of insignificance

Below eye level. Gives 
subject a sense of 
dominance

Above eye level. Gives 
subject a sense of 
insignificance

Shot from a distance, 
directly in front, no angle

MACRO GROUND LEVEL FORCED FOREGROUND POINT OF VIEW EYE LEVEL

As close to subject as 
possible. Gives the 
audience a sense of the 
subject's world

Camera is placed on the 
ground or as close as 
possible. Gives the 
audience a sense of 
subject movement

Camera is place as close 
to the foreground as 
possible. Gives a sense of 
depth.

The camera shoots as if 
it's acting as the eyes of 
the subject.

Directly in front of the 
subject, on the subject's 
eye level.


